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Adaptive control technology



1. Introduction



Structure of presentation: • • • • • • • • •



Introduction Self-tuning controllers Model-based self-tuning controllers Model-based adaptive controllers – general discussion Model-free adaptive controllers – general discussion Rule-based adaptive controllers – general discussion Conclusions Further reading Questions and Answers 1



Introduction • The traditional fix for time-varying process behaviour was to start again and manually re-tune the loop whenever its performance degrades. • That may or may not be particularly difficult, but repeatedly retuning a loop can be tedious and time consuming. • Manual re-tuning may not even be possible if the behaviour of the process changes too frequently, too rapidly or too much. Thus, convenience is one of the main motivations for implementing adaptive controllers. • A controller that can continuously adapt itself to the current behaviour of the process relieves the need for manual tuning at start-up and thereafter. • Adaptive controllers can also be more efficient, eliminating errors faster and with fewer fluctuations, allowing the process 3 to be operated closer to its constraints.



• Traditional (non-adaptive) control methods are good enough for most industrial applications. • The PID controller is especially cheap and easy to implement, and its simple control strategy makes it easy to understand and diagnose when it fails to perform as expected. However, a PID controller leaves room for improvement. • Once tuned, the PID controller may not be able to counteract disturbances well if the process changes. • If the mismatch between process behaviour and the controllers original tuning becomes especially severe, the closed loop system may even become unstable. References: VanDoren, V. (2002). “Adaptive controllers work smarter, not harder”, Control Engineering; Vandoren, V. (2004). “An overview of commercial techniques for adaptive 2 control”, IEE Computing and Control Engineering Journal, June/July, pp. 24-27.



Introduction Hundreds of methods for adaptive control have been developed for a wide variety of applications. Only a few dedicated adaptive controllers are available as commercial products including: • QuickStudy from Adaptive Resources (www.adaptiveresources.com) • EXACT and Connoisseur from Foxboro Co. (www.foxboro.com) • BrainWave from Universal Dynamics Technologies (www.brainwave.com) • CyboCon from CyboSoft (www.cybocon.com) • INTUNE from ControlSoft (www.controlsoftinc.com) However, some adaptive control features are widely available in commercial controller products (more later). 4



Introduction



Introduction Drawbacks of adaptive control: • Adaptive controllers are much more complex than traditional PID loops. • Considerable technical expertise is required to understand how they work and how to fix them when they fail. • Fortunately, commercial adaptive controllers are generally designed to make technical operating details transparent to the user. It really isn't necessary to fully understand them to use them. • Still, some basic features of current adaptive control technology merit closer examination, especially by a would-be user deciding which approach to take.



A flowchart summarising the selection of adaptive control strategies is as follows:
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2. Self-tuning controllers
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Long established commercial products with some adaptive capability



• A block diagram of a process with an adaptive controller is shown.



• Option 1: The parameters of the transfer function of the process are estimated; the controller parameters are then determined from the process parameters. • Option 2: The controller parameters are updated directly, 7 typically from the pattern evident in the process variable signal.



Reference: Hang, C.C., Lee, T.H. and Ho, W.K. (1993). “Adaptive Control”, Instrument Society of America, 8 p. 25.



3. Model based self-tuning controllers



More recent commercial products with some adaptive capability



A practical philosophy for a self-tuning controller is to automate the PID tuning strategy of a human expert e.g. • Observe the closed loop system response to a step input; • Obtain a process model from this data; • Adjust Kc , Ti, Td following simple rules.



Reference: Ang, K.M., Chong, G. and Li, Y. (2005). PID control system analysis, design and technology, 9 IEEE Transactions on Control Systems technology, 13(4), 559-576.



Model based self-tuning controllers



Reference: Hang, C.C., Lee, T.H. and Ho, W.K. (1993). “Adaptive Control”, Instrument Society of America, 10 p. 72.



Case study: Foxboro EXACT product This self-tuning controller operates on a pattern recognition principle. It waits for a naturally occurring change in the controller input, perhaps as a result of a disturbance. A typical graph of such a change versus time is shown. Peaks e1 , e2, e3 are detected and T is measured. The user is asked to specify a maximum overshoot and damping specification, with e overshoot = 2 damping = e 3 − e 2 e1 e1 − e 2



We will consider the Foxboro EXACT product [www.foxboro.com] as a case study of a model based self-tuning controller. Reference: Hang, C.C., Lee, T.H. and Ho, W.K. (1993). “Adaptive Control”, Instrument Society of America, p. 72-73. 11



The self-tuning controller develops a process model from this data and subsequently adjusts the PID controller parameters to give less than the specified damping and overshoot. 12



Case study: Foxboro EXACT product This self-tuning controller has a set of required parameters that must be given, either by the user from prior knowledge of the loop, or estimated using the “pre-tune” function (a type of autotuning). The pre-tune function supplies initial PID controller parameter values, as follows: • The controller is put in manual • A step is input to the process and the model parameters are determined. • Then, initial values of Kc , Ti, Td are determined from the following tuning rule:



Details of other features of this controller are available at : Astrom, K.J. et al. (1993). “Automatic 13 tuning and adaptation for PID controllers: a survey”, Control Engineering Practice, 1, 4, 699-714.



4. Model based adaptive controllers – general discussion • The most obvious approach to adaptive control is to employ the same model-based control theories used for decades to design traditional fixed-parameter PID controllers. • The basic idea is to use the process' historical behaviour to predict its future. Historical behaviour is represented by a mathematical model that describes how inputs to the process have affected its outputs in the past. • Assuming the same relationship will continue to apply in the future, the controller can then use the model to select future control actions that will most effectively drive the process in the right direction. • Adaptive model-based controllers like Connoisseur take that concept one step further. They generate their models automatically while the controller is on-line, using historical process data recorded previously. • This permits on-going updates to the model so that, in theory, the controller can continue to predict the future of the process accurately 14 even if its behaviour changes over time.



Model based adaptive controllers



Model based adaptive controllers



• There are essentially three basic approaches for generating or identifying a process model. They are first principles, pattern recognition, and numerical curve fitting. • First principles were once the basis on which all modelbased controllers were designed. An engineer would configure a first- or second-order differential equation to represent the behaviour of the process according to whichever laws of physics, chemistry, or thermodynamics happened to apply to that process. • First principles models are still used extensively today, but since they require an analysis of the process' governing principles, they cannot be generated automatically. Furthermore, some modern processes (especially in the petrochemical and food industries) are so large and complex that their governing principles are too convoluted to sort out analytically.



• Pattern recognition generally involves comparing patterns in the process data with similar patterns characteristic of known differential equations. Then, the adaptive controller can deduce suitable parameters for the unknown process model. • Pattern recognition techniques have succeeded in reducing the model identification problem to a matter of mathematics rather than physical principles, but they have their limitations as well. • There's no guarantee that the process will demonstrate the patterns that the controller is programmed to recognise. For example, the EXACT controller looks for decaying oscillations in the process output after a disturbance. It deduces the process model by analysing the size and interval between successive peaks and troughs. But if that response is not oscillatory or if the oscillations do not decay, it has to resort to 16 an alternative set of rules to compute the model parameters.
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Model based adaptive controllers • Another alternative is to compute the parameters of a generic equation that best fits the process data in a strictly numerical sense (numerical curve fitting). Such empirical models are convenient in that they require no particular technical expertise to develop and they can be updated online for adaptive control purposes. • However, such numerical curve-fitting may not be able to capture the behaviour of the process accurately, especially in the presence of measurement noise, frequent disturbances, or nonlinear behaviour. • In addition, the model can fit the data perfectly, yet still be wrong. This problem is easy to spot when the input/output data are all zeros while the process is inactive. Any equation would fit that data equally well, so the modelling operation can simply be suspended until more interesting or persistently exciting data become available. 17



Model based adaptive controllers • There are ways to work around the persistent excitation problem (continued): for example - BrainWave [from Universal Dynamic Technologies www.brainwave.com] and the Foxboro EXACT controller can be configured to apply user-defined step tests to the process or simply wait for naturally occurring disturbances to come along. - BrainWave can also be configured to add a pseudo- random binary sequence (an approximation of white noise) to the existing setpoint. This approach attempts to elicit useful data from the process without disturbing normal operations ''too much.''



Model based adaptive controllers • The modelling operation can simply be suspended until more interesting or persistently exciting data become available. • There are ways to work around the persistent excitation problem: for example - QuickStudy [from Adaptive Resources www.adaptiveresources. com] uses a statistical modelling technique which makes do with just historical data available from normal closed-loop operations. The controller is implemented using fuzzy logic. 18



Example: adding a pseudo-random binary sequence Reference: Hang, C.C., Lee, T.H. and Ho, W.K. (1993). “Adaptive Control”, Instrument Society of America, p. 87.



PBRS sequence
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Adaptive controllers – one issue • A problem can occur when the input/output data are flat because the controller has been successful at matching the process output to the setpoint. • Then, the process is changed suddenly. The adaptive control system would have to spend time identifying a new model before it would be able to retake control of the process. • In the interim, errors would continue to accumulate and the control system's performance would degrade. It could even become unstable. • This tends to be a self-limiting problem. Any fluctuations in the input/output data that result from this period of poor control would be rich with data for the modelling operation. The resulting model may even be more accurate than the one it replaces, leading ultimately to better control than before. Reference: VanDoren, V.J. (2004). “An overview of commercial techniques for adaptive control”, IEE Computing and Control Engineering Magazine, June/July, pp. 24-27



Example Process changes Closed loop system briefly goes unstable
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5. Model free adaptive controllers – general discussion • Although popular, model-based techniques are not the only means of implementing adaptive controllers. • After all, creating a model does not actually add any new information to the input/output data that every controller collects anyway. • It does organise the raw data into a convenient form from which a control law can be derived, but it should theoretically be possible to translate the input/output data directly into control actions without first creating any 23 process model at all.
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Model-free adaptive controllers • Of the dedicated adaptive controller products CyboCon [from CyboSoft www.cybocon.com] skips the modelling step and all of the problems that go with it. • Instead, CyboCon looks for patterns in the recent errors. • The algorithm produces a set of weighting factors (using neural networks) that are then used as parameters for the control law. It increases the weighting factors that have proven most effective at minimising the error while decreasing the others. The weighting factors are updated at each sampling interval to include the effects of the last control action and recent changes in the process behaviour. • Weighting factors in the control law converge to zero every time the process becomes inactive. This produces a zero control effort, which is what is needed when the error is already zero there are no disturbances to counteract nor any setpoint changes 24 to implement.



6. Rule-based adaptive controllers – general discussion



Model-free adaptive controllers – advantages • Model-free techniques avoid the trade-off between good modelling and good control that plague most model-based techniques. • When the process is inactive, CyboCon attempts no corrective actions and continues waiting for something interesting to happen. • CyboCon will always be able to reduce the error without causing the closed-loop system to become unstable. For most model-based techniques, it is not generally possible to determine exactly how the closed-loop system will behave while the model is still developing. The developers of Connoisseur recognise this fact and recommend that modelling be conducted off-line if possible, or for short 25 periods on-line under close operator supervision.



Rule-based adaptive controllers • A second way to use expert rules for adaptive control is in an ''expert engineer'' controller like Intune [from ControlSoft www.controlsoftinc.com].



• Although model-based and model-free techniques differ in their use of process models, they are similar in the sense that both use mathematical relationships to compute their control actions. • Rule-based controllers, on the other hand, use qualitative rather than quantitative data to capture past experience and process history. • One way to use expert rules for adaptive control is in an ''expert operator'' controller like KnowledgeScape [from www.kscape.com], which KnowledgeScape Systems manipulates the actuators directly. • It acts like an experienced operator who knows just which valves to open and by how much. The rules rather than a mathematical equation serve as the control law. The 26 implementation uses neural networks.



Rule-based adaptive controllers • InTune uses a traditional control equation, but tunes its parameters according to a set of expert rules. This could be as simple as applying the closed-loop Ziegler-Nichols tuning rules to a PID controller, or as complicated as a home-grown tuning regimen developed over many years of trial and error with a specific process. • The rules incorporate the expert engineer's tuning abilities rather than the expert operator's skill at manually controlling the process.
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Rule-based adaptive controllers – advantages



Rule-based adaptive controllers • Formats for the rules used can vary widely, though they usually take the form of logical cause-and-effect relationships, such as IF-THEN-ELSE statements. • For example, expert operator rules for a cooling process might include ''IF the process temperature is above 100 degrees THEN open the cooling water valve by an additional 20%.'' • An expert engineer rule might be ''IF the closed loop system is oscillating continuously THEN reduce the controller gain by 50%.''
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7. Conclusions



• Rule-based controllers are easy to expand and enhance. Individual rules can be added or modified without revising the rest of the current set. Expanding a model-based controller is generally not as easy since changing to a new model format generally requires starting again. • Expanding or enhancing the rules generally can't be done automatically, but it does make a rule-based controller flexible. • Furthermore, if every new rule makes sense by itself and does not directly contradict any existing rule, the overall control strategy can be much easier to validate than an equally complex equation-based control strategy. • Rule-based controllers are unaffected by the persistent excitation problem, since they don't require process models 30 in the first place.



8. Further reading



• So, which adaptive controller works best? • Some have longer track records as commercial products, some have attractive ancillary functions, some are more effective for particular control problems, and some are simply easier to use than others. • Unfortunately, this field is still so young that a clearly superior technology has yet to emerge. • The best adaptive controller for a particular job may simply be whatever works. Model-based Model-free Rule-based
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• Hang, C.C., Lee, T.H. and Ho, W.K. (1993). Adaptive Control, Instrument Society of America. • VanDoren, V. (2003). Techniques for adaptive control, Butterworth-Heinemann. • The websites associated with the adaptive control products contain a lot of interesting case studies; see, for example, www,brainwave.com.
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9. Questions and Answers



Questions and Answers
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